
— 3 ways to style dreamy
pastels in a modern home
Channel the carefree nostalgia of a fresh spring day in the
meadows with charming pastels like pink, yellow and green.

Rebecca Snowden, Interior Style Advisor at Furniture And Choice
(FurnitureChoice.co.uk), shares 3 ways to style a modern home
with dreamy springtime pastels.

1. Soften a modern living room with pretty floral hues

Baltimore L Shape Corner Sofa - £799.99 - www.furniturechoice.co.uk

https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/
https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/living-room-furniture/sofas/corner-sofas/baltimore-slate-grey-plush-fabric-l-shape-corner-sofa_cs10000935
https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/


Signal the beginning of warmer days with touches of soft springtime pastels in the
living room. Create an airy look with fresh white walls and a timeless grey sofa with
raised legs. “Bring in floral hues like Pantone’s Rose Tan and iris blue through
scatter cushions and lively centrepieces for a dose of dreamy spring nostalgia,” says
Rebecca. Then balance the space with pops of modern black and soothing greenery
for a contemporary finish.

2. Use meadowy green walls for a touch of country charm

Cavendish and Bewley dining set -  £899.99 - www.furniturechoice.co.uk

“Channel the relaxing feeling of a day in the countryside by painting your walls
Pantone’s Tendril - a meadowy green that’s both lively and calming,” advises
Rebecca. “Elevate the look with a fresh white wood dining set for a hint of
contemporary country charm.” Then add pops of a light yellow like Pantone’s Anise
Flower and light blue through flowers or artwork for a sunny, blue-sky effect.
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https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/dining-room-furniture/dining-tables-and-chairs/cavendish-white-extending-dining-table-with-4-bewley-slate-chairs_ds10007303
https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/


3. Style a chic, dreamy bedroom with blush and yellow tones

Astor Double Bed -  £379.99 - www.furniturechoice.co.uk

Sweet and stylish, use a palette of pink, white, grey, and yellow in a modern
bedroom. Create a contemporary blush haven with a half wall of desert pink like
Pantone’s Rose Tan, and white shaker style panels.

“Wall panels are a great way to add character and depth without taking up floor
space - and they can work as a mini ledge for leaning art or displaying small
accessories too,” says Rebecca. Choose a modern grey fabric bed, then add pops of
muted yellow tones like Pantone Anise Flower to soften the space and keep things
light and contemporary.
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https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/bedroom/beds/astor-grey-fabric-double-bed_fb10001504
https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/


ENDS

For more information or to contact our PR team, please visit our Press Centre.

About Furniture And Choice:

We’re a furniture company that helps you achieve stylish room ideas at
feel-good prices. And we back it up with free delivery and free returns. And
0% finance and UK customer service. And thousands of independent 5-star
reviews.

We're Furniture And Choice and since 2005 we've made it easy to transform
your home.

To find out more, visit https://www.furniturechoice.co.uk/about-us/
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